
PAPER SNOWMAN

Time for jet another snowman! I've made a fun paper snowman craft, fun to make and fun to bounce around (think a
bunch of these would also make a lovely.

Twigs Paper Snowman Craft Directions 1. Cut out a carrot nose from your orange adhesive foam sheet. Invite
kids to leave a small space between each circle to give their snowman the illusion of bouncing movement! To
decorate your snowman, you could use paint, markers or construction paper. Related Posts. Begin by by
pouring a small amount of pink paint onto a paper plate. We made the hat with black construction paper. Glue
the snowflakes to the paper, piling them up towards the bottom just like real snowfall. Finish your snowman
craft by adding a few snowflake stickers on your hat and scarf. If you were to use newspaper for the second
coat, then you will have to paint the snowman white after the paper mache dries. Use your sponge dabber
painting brush to paint rosy cheeks on your paper bowl snowman craft. More construction paper circles this
time green became buttons for our snowman. Our snowman's eyes and mouth are made from small black
construction paper circles. We decided to use construction paper. Allow the glue to dry completely before
displaying the artwork. Make sure to check out our adorable paper bowl scarecrow craf t for another fun way
to use paper bowls for crafting. Watch the full tutorial of us making the paper bowl snowman craft before you
get started. Then staple the rectangle brim of the hat at the bottom of the square piece. A small cone of yellow
construction paper became his nose. Use the snowflake paper punches to create a flurry of falling snow around
the snowman. Tape the smaller circle to the top of your cylinder and then tape the cylinder to the inside of the
ring. Staple the scarf at the bottom of your paper bowl. We used a hole punch to make the small circles for the
mouth. Or use crayons or markers to draw decorations on the scarf. Paper Bowl Snowman Craft Instructions:
1. Tape the two paper mache balloons together and your snowman is beginning to take shape. If desired, make
a hat and scarf for the snowman with felt. Add 4 ice cubes and stir those in You can make cold paper mache
with equal parts flour and water.


